
 

  Reminder!!! Do you know someone who should be our next Safety Hero? 

Send me an email at paul.molnar@bennettig.com to nominate someone. 

Safety Meetings 
 

We have received many requests to hold safety meetings for 

various agents and terminals. In support of the Safety Is Priority 

One commitment, we would like to extend the offer to get in front 

of our professional drivers and hold informative, relative discussions around 

safety. We will discuss accident prevention, unsafe driving, claims, CSA and 

other topics. Our goal is to raise the safety awareness level to protect our 

valuable owner operators and drivers. 
 

If you can compile at least 20 professional drivers and would like a safety 

meeting held in your area, please contact me directly and we will try to 

accommodate as many requests as possible. In 2018, we will be focused on 

claims reduction, unsafe driving and CSA. Please provide at least 14 days’ notice 

so we can schedule and control our cost. 
 

- Paul Molnar, VP of Safety 
 

Accident Reporting 

 

We continue to have issues with accidents not being reported timely and 

properly. It is very critical that drivers call in any accident immediately. 

Regardless of how severe you think the accident may or may not be, our Claims 

Department needs to be notified immediately. This is to protect both the driver 

and the company. In case of accident: 
 

1. Call 911 

2. Render Aid 

3. Contact Claims @ 855.330.1558 
 

Drivers are to call claims directly from the scene. Our Claims Department 

personnel are trained to handle all types of accidents and need to get all of the 

information first hand. Following the call to claims, the driver can then contact 

the business unit, agent, owner, etc. 
 

Contractor Relations Team 
 

We have a great team here at Bennett who is dedicated to assisting contractors 

regardless of the problem they may be having, regardless of the situation they 

may be facing. This is a team that is a resource for you as you strive to provide 

outstanding support for all BME Contractors. The team I am describing is our 

Contractor Relations team. The members of the team are Noah Foulks and Katie 

Mayfield and they are truly dedicated to assisting our drivers and serving as a 

resource for you. 
 

So, if you are talking with a driver who is frustrated or who simply may need 

more time and attention than you have available – you can transfer them to 
x7664. You will be able to have confidence that Noah and Katie will handle that 

contractor with compassion and care and you will be able to turn your attention 

back to your other job responsibilities. 

 

CVSA’s Annual Operation Safe 
Driver Enforcement Blitz 
 

 
 

Remember that next week law 

enforcement will be patrolling for 

the following dangerous driving 

behaviors: 
 

 Speeding 

 Distracted driving 

 Texting 

 Failure to use a seatbelt while 

operating a CMV or passenger-

vehicle 

 Traveling too closely 

 Improper lane change 

 Failure to obey traffic control 

devices 
 

Their goal is to “help improve the 

behavior of all drivers operating in 

an unsafe manner – either in or 

around a CMV – through 

educational and traffic 

enforcement strategies to address 

individual’s exhibiting high-risk 

driving behaviors.” 
 

Not only should the owner-

operators and contractors take 

extra caution behind the wheel 

this week, but so should all 

employees. Both passenger-

vehicles and Commercial Motor 

Vehicles could be affected by this 

blitz. 
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